Baltic-Nordic Admission Manual

A “Bakalaureus” is a “Bakkalárpróf” is a “Kandidatexamen”
Ongoing benefits in Nordic cooperation

**Tools:** projects, study trips, ad hoc working groups, common website, [www.norric.org](http://www.norric.org), communication in restricted area on NORRIC website

**Sharing information:** other countries educational systems and degrees; discussing recognition standards of degrees from all over the world

**Learning** from each others principles, procedures and systems of recognition
Automatic recognition on a regional basis

recommendation from Pathfinder group on AR: explore the potential for automatic recognition on regional basis

Baltic project on automatic recognition for access to higher education: website with info on Nordic-Baltic degrees and recognition advice to students
Definition of automatic recognition:

"Automatic recognition of a degree leads to the automatic right of an applicant holding a qualification at a certain level to be considered for entry to a programme of further study in the next level in any other EHEA-country (access)"

"A bachelor is a bachelor is a bachelor"

In a Nordic-Baltic context –

"A Bakalaureus is a Bakkalárpróf is a Kandidatus"
The Nordic-Baltic Admissions Manual

Descriptions of national education systems
Table with recommended recognition standards
Project launched in May 2016

http://www.nordbalt.org/
Site launch May 2016

Since May -17, approx 500 visits/month

Increase of site visits +22%, Q3 -17 compared to Q3 -16

Visits to country sites have increased

Visits to recognition/comparison grid has decreased

Most users from Sweden, Norway, Finland, the UK and Denmark

Visitors to the site from over 100 countries all over the world
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Thank you for your attention!